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Having LDAP firewall and proxy for your directories and databases nowadays is vital specially using
the prevalence of denial of service attacks, data leakage along with other forms of security issues
that can often ruin the operation of a firm. Luckily having a virtual directory accessible nowadays,
main and sub directories are getting secured and protected.

Whilst it's recognized to be a system employed to consolidate views of data coming from distinct
sources, it comes with other wonderful functions too that is certainly why it's a should  have and
most recommended tool organizations can use today. But due to the fact various vendors have
offered this product, organizations must be wary of those that wonâ€™t function the way it says it'll.
Apart from that, the features it has must also be checked.

A great virtual directory is capable of acting as LDAP firewall or LDAP proxy. It strengthens the
protection and security received by the information shops although at the same time growing their
availability, efficiency and scalability. This lightweight program ought to be able to deliver these
functions. If not, then it's an indication that your option is wrong.

A virtual directory server, also referred to as VDS must have the ability to provide only the data
specified by the application query. There should be no other details delivered other than those that
are getting stated in the query of the application. This can be regardless of regardless of whether
the searched is made internally or externally. This really is a single of the most significant factors
you would like to make certain if you don't desire to face data leakage.

One more essential issue you should appear for within a virtual directory furthermore to its LDAP
proxy or firewall capability is its ability to perform migration from your existing server including Sun
directory server into another platform. This used to be extremely difficult but because of virtual
directory technologies, companies no longer must wait a lengthy time for the migration to take spot.

A good virtual directory can support you save on your IT fees, minimize threats on security and can
improve your existing infrastructure. All these elements make it a great tool organizations with
separate directories must have.
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